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Does Liberal Democracy Presuppose a Cultural Nation?
Four Arguments
ARASH ABIZADEH Wesleyan University

This paper subjects to critical analysis four common arguments in the sociopolitical theory liter-
ature supporting the cultural nationalist thesis that liberal democracy is viable only against the
background of a single national public culture: the arguments that (1) social integration in a

liberal democracy requires shared norms and beliefs (Schnapper); (2) the levels of trust that democratic
politics requires can be attained only among conationals (Miller); (3) democratic deliberation requires
communicational transparency, possible in turn only within a shared national public culture (Miller,
Barry); and (4) the economic viability of specifically industrialized liberal democracies requires a single
national culture (Gellner). I argue that all four arguments fail: At best, a shared cultural nation may
reduce some of the costs liberal democratic societies must incur; at worst, cultural nationalist policies
ironically undermine social integration. The failure of these cultural nationalist arguments clears the way
for a normative theory of liberal democracy in multinational and postnational contexts.

The thesis that liberal democracy is viable only
against the background of a single nation, un-
derstood in linguistic-cultural terms, has gained

a conspicuous respectability recently. The thesis is ad-
vanced not only by social and political theorists,1 but
also by advocates of Quebec’s separation from Canada,
by American antimulticulturalists who champion a
strong national culture and identity, by those who op-
pose viewing Germany as a country of immigration, and
by Euro-skeptics who argue that Europe is doomed to a
perpetual democratic deficit because of the absence of a
single national public culture.2 In this paper, I critically
examine four arguments purporting to justify, by appeal
to the problem of integration, the cultural nationalist
thesis. The key cultural nationalist claim is that the
nation—particularly its shared cultural core—is nec-
essary for effecting integration in liberal democratic
societies and that the nation, culturally understood, is
therefore necessary for well-functioning liberal democ-
racy. I argue that all four arguments fail. My purpose
in demonstrating this failure is to open the door for a
theorization of liberal democracy in multinational and
postnational contexts.
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2000.
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THE TWIN PROBLEMS OF MOTIVATION AND
INTEGRATION: THE COMMUNITARIAN
CRITIQUE

It is a commonplace in modern social theory that social
integration, and the processes of cultural reproduction
and socialization that it requires, cannot be explained
solely by the empirical sanctions that structure strate-
gic forms of action,3 i.e., purposive–rational social ac-
tion that involves seeking the most efficient means to
antecedently given ends. This commonplace enjoys at
least a prima facie plausibility. First, and least contro-
versially, neither cultural reproduction nor socializa-
tion, which must be invoked to explain the antecedently
given ends of the social actor, can themselves be ex-
plained by sole appeal to the empirical sanctions that
structure strategic action. This is because strategic ac-
tion itself cannot, at a societal level, explain the an-
tecedently given ends that such action presupposes as
a motive in the first place. In the language of rational
choice theory, strategic action cannot itself be the ba-
sis for a theory of preference formation. Second, both
social and system integration require that social action
be coordinated such that the actions x of some actors
not systematically undermine the actions y of others
whose performance is necessary for the performance
of actions x by the original set of actors. (Social action
is dependent on others’ actions.) Coordinated strategic
action thus requires institutional rules that structure the
incentives for action in such a way that renders them
mutually compatible. But strategic action itself cannot
fully explain the provision of such institutions (Bates
1987; March and Olsen 1989). Furthermore, even if
provision is assumed, in many contexts the empirical

3 See, e.g., Durkheim 1960, Book 1, chap. 7. Contemporary social
theorists such as Habermas (1984–87) distinguish between system
integration (which coordinates action via strategic interaction) and
social integration (which coordinates action via linguistically medi-
ated norms and processes of reaching understanding) and claim that
the social solidarity required by well-ordered societies depends at
least in part upon social integration. I follow Habermas’ definition of
strategic action but here remain agnostic as to whether nonstrategic
action should be equated with his account of communicative action.
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sanctions imposed by an institution are insufficient fully
to explain its capacity for coordinating social action
(Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Scott and Meyer 1994). In
sum, strategic action cannot explain (i) the motivational
content of social action as such, (ii) the provision of in-
stitutional forms that coordinate social action, and/or
(iii) the full coordinating power of institutions. If social
integration is to obtain, social actors must possess a mo-
tive to act such that their social actions are structurally
compatible with each other. Strategic action can fully
explain neither the requirement of motivational con-
tent (i) nor the requirements of institutional structure
or form (ii, iii). The motivation for strategic action is
straightforward: It is, by definition, the antecedently
given ends of the actor. But if social integration re-
quires nonstrategic action, then explaining at the macro
sociopolitical level what accounts for social integra-
tion requires explaining, at the micro philosophical/
psychological level, the motivational basis for non-
strategic social action. I call these two related problems
the twin problems of motivation and integration.

Political societies are often understood to have
solved these twin problems via a shared affective iden-
tity that inspires its members’ loyalty. Many writers
have further maintained that motivating and inte-
grating the polity’s members have required appeal to
shared ethnicity (i.e., myths of common descent), to
provide an affective identity capable of motivating
nonstrategic social action and serving as the (ostensi-
bly) prepolitical basis for the polity’s social integration
(e.g., Smith 1986).4 But the problem for liberal demo-
cratic polities, of course, is that the racist overtones of
ethnic nationalism sit uncomfortably with liberal demo-
cratic normative commitments (to say the least). The
question is whether and how modern liberal democratic
societies can solve the twin problems.

At the other end of the spectrum from the ethnic na-
tionalist position, neo-Kantian liberals such as Jürgen
Habermas argue that modern polities today can (and
should) solve the twin problems by bypassing ethnicity
and indeed nationality altogether. Motivating and inte-
grating the democratic citizenry, Habermas (1989, 227,
1998, chaps. 4, 5) argues, no longer requires a basis in a
shared national culture or history (much less a shared
ethnicity); in an open, postconventional society, it is
sufficient for political institutions to be subjected to the
scrutiny of reflexive discursive practices that grant them
presumptive validity in the eyes of those subject to
them. What is required is a “constitutional patriotism,”
through which the citizenry identify with their polity
thanks to what they take to be the rationally defensible
principles its institutions embody.5 As Ingram (1996, 2)
puts it, “The idea of a post-national identity is of a po-
litical identity founded on recognition of democratic
values and human rights as these are contextualized in
a particular constitutional tradition.”

4 For a trenchant sociohistorical critique of Smith’s thesis that mod-
ern nations have required ethnic solidarity, see Zubaida 1989.
5 On constitutional patriotism, see Habermas 1998, Part III, and
Markell 2000.

But even communitarian critics who reject the eth-
nic nationalist position have argued that neo-Kantian
liberals fail to identify an object of collective attach-
ment strong enough to motivate the affects and, thus,
fail to solve the twin problems of motivation and in-
tegration. The charge is that neo-Kantian liberalism
does not place enough emphasis on the affective bases
of democratic politics required to motivate adequately
the democratic citizenry, which are to be found in such
emotive virtues as community, loyalty, and/or a shared
cultured life or history. For these critics, if values such as
democracy and freedom are to be sufficiently realized,
citizens must be situated within an affective or cultural
horizon they could realistically call their own. While
the ethnic nationalist answer is too thick, neo-Kantian
constitutional patriotism is too thin: The fact that we
find the principles embodied by political institutions
rationally defensible is simply not enough to ground
our identification with them in the sense required.6

If liberal democratic theory can be thought of as an
attempt to reconcile freedom and political rule by en-
suring that politics respect the basic requirements of
justice and be legitimated via consent, communitari-
ans argue that both justice (and particularly distribu-
tive justice) and democratic legitimation presuppose
a thicker sort of shared affective community and/or
identity. Two types of argument are offered in favor
of this thesis, and, importantly, both rely partly on the
imputation of the motivation problem to their neo-
Kantian targets. One argument operates at the level
of moral/political philosophy; the other, at the level of
social theory. In other words, the two types of argument
correspond to the twin problems of motivation and in-
tegration: at the level of the motivational force of prac-
tical reason and at the sociopolitical level of integration.

The philosophical arguments often take one of two
related forms. The first appeals to an intuition some
hold that the content of morality is such that significant
moral obligations (e.g., those of distributive justice)
obtain between individuals only to the extent that they
share social relations.7 The specifically communitar-
ian claim is that the social relations must constitute a
community in a strong sense (e.g., not reducible to a
contractarian scheme of social cooperation). So one of
Sandel’s (1982, 77ff.) major criticisms of A Theory of
Justice was that Rawls’s difference principle, which
treats people’s talents, powers, and resources as collec-
tive assets undeserved by individuals, necessarily pre-
supposes a community (whose collective assets they
are) with which individuals identify in a suitably strong

6 For a critique of the Habermasian position in the Canadian case,
see Houle 1999.
7 Taylor (1985, 289–90, 294) provides a clear example of this sort
of argument, in its most general form, in relation to obligations of
distributive justice: “a principle of distributive justice . . .presupposes
that men are in a society together, or in some kind of collaborative
arrangement . . . there is no such thing as distributive justice in the
State of Nature . . . any social view sees a certain kind or structure of
society as an essential condition of human potentiality. . . .This struc-
ture itself, or order, or type of relation thus provides the essential
background for any principles of distributive justice.” See also Walzer
1983, 31ff.
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sense, and which is prior to any contractarian account
of social cooperation (cf. Taylor 1995, 184). The second,
related philosophical argument banks on the claim that
morality has an irreducible moment of partialism, i.e.,
that strictly impartialist moral theories cannot account
for all of our moral duties or obligations. By partial-
ism I mean a theory that holds that sometimes the
fact that someone can be characterized as “mine” (my
child, my coreligionist, my fellow national) provides
an irreducible ground for special duties I owe to that
person and not others (duties not dependent upon,
for example, my consent).8 Communitarian partialism,
then, would hold that I have special obligations to (the
members of) my community, which I do not have to
others—and that I must favor those members in (at
least some) cases of a conflict of interest. One of the
arguments in favor of partialism makes direct appeal
to the motivation problem. David Miller (1995, 57–58)
writes that what I’m calling impartialism (he calls it
“ethical universalism”)

rests upon an implausible account of ethical motivation.
When I act on moral principle, I am supposed to act simply
out of a rational conviction. . . . I am not to be influenced
by my sentiments. . . . But it seems unlikely that rational
conviction can carry the weight required of it. (emphasis
added)9

We can also find in Miller the second sort of argu-
ment, at the sociopolitical level, linking the concern
with justice to that of motivation and democratic con-
sent. Here Miller advances an empirical claim about
social theory: we can only expect citizens to consent
to institutions that redistribute resources according to,
say, need, “if they regard themselves as bound to the
beneficiaries by strong ties of community” (1989a, 59).
For a just system of welfare to “be democratically sup-
ported,” it must be “backed up by a popular consen-
sus about the distributive principle in question,” and
this requires a “common identity” (1989b, 236–37). To
“motivate people to make the sacrifices that social jus-
tice requires” is empirically more feasible when citizens
“share a common identity or common values” (1998,
48, emphasis added).10 (Note the equivocation.) Others
emphasize that shared community and identity are rele-
vant not just for mobilizing citizen support for programs
of social justice, but for mobilizing democratic partici-
pation as such. Taylor (1996), for example, argues that
“free societies, relying as they must on the spontaneous
support of their members, need the strong sense of alle-
giance that Montesquieu called vertu. . . . [Democratic]
participation requires not only a commitment to the

8 See, e.g., Cottingham 1986. For doubts about whether it is helpful
to explain the relevant intuitions in terms of a debate between two
competing metaethical positions, see Deigh 1991.
9 It is not at all clear who actually subscribes to the view that Miller is
attacking here. Not even Kant himself could be saddled with such a
view: He thought that to act morally was to act out of respect for the
moral law—respect being, of course, a feeling (Gefühl) (Kant 1996,
56, 201). For his defense of partialism see Miller (1988).
10 See also Tamir 1993, 118. See Mason 1995, 243, for discussion of an
ambiguity in Miller’s position on the relation between social justice
and national identity.

common project, but also a special sense of bonding
among the people.” So both the philosophical and the
sociopolitical sorts of argument made by communitar-
ians ultimately appeal to the motivation problem, and
to the role of affect and community in solving it.

Now, if what explains and motivates the nonstrate-
gic action by which social integration is incurred is a
shared affective identity, then the obvious question is
where this common identity comes from, i.e., What
are its sources, grounds, or preconditions? In other
words, what requires explanation is the shared affec-
tive identity itself. As I understand it, the contemporary
communitarian answers come in two forms: republi-
can and nationalist. Both construe a shared affective
identity as being in part constituted by the common
sentiment/belief that “we” belong together. What I call
(civic) republicanism denotes the view that the required
object of affective loyalty that grounds this sentiment/
belief is a particular community with shared political
institutions, territory, and (politicoinstitutional) his-
tory, i.e., a patria (e.g., Maurizio Viroli, Charles Taylor),
while civic or territorial nationalism denotes the posi-
tion that the relevant object of and ground for affect is
a national community understood in terms of a shared
culture with a territorial homeland but not necessar-
ily a shared ethnicity (e.g., David Miller, Dominique
Schnapper).11 In the rest of this article, I take up this
specifically (civic–territorial) nationalist version of the
communitarian position. If ethnic forms of national-
ism have proven to be ethically indefensible, these
communitarians have accordingly sought to criticize
neo-Kantian liberalism from an appropriately “liberal”
nationalist perspective, one that presumably is capa-
ble of winning the hearts of liberal democratic citizens
in a way that neo-Kantians and cosmopolitans cannot,
while avoiding the pathologies of ethnic nationalism.

THE CULTURAL NATIONALIST THESIS

Consciously seeking to place himself in the tradition
of liberal nationalism associated with such nineteenth-
century thinkers as John Stuart Mill, David Miller

11 To sum up, (1) ethnic nationalists appeal to the nation under-
stood as a community of shared culture but also of common descent;
(2) civic nationalists appeal to the nation understood as a commu-
nity of shared culture with a territorial homeland, but not of shared
descent; (3) civic republicans appeal to a patria understood as a com-
munity of shared political territory, institutions, and history, but not
of shared national culture; (4) and neo-Kantians appeal to shared
political institutions as such, which embody rationally defensible prin-
ciples. I follow Kymlicka (1995) in assuming that both (1) ethnic and
(2) civic–territorial nationalism are instances of cultural nationalism.
(See also Nielsen 1996–97 and Brubaker 1998, 299.) I take com-
munitarianism to refer to positions 2 and 3. It should be said that
not everyone relates communitarianism and nationalism in this way.
The French, for example, often understand communitarianism and
nationalism to be two fundamentally opposed projects: Whereas the
first term denotes loyalty to particularistic, subnational communities
(what anglophones might call communalism), the second represents
an attempt to transcend such particularisms by grafting citizens’ loy-
alties to an overarching national identity. I follow anglophone usage
here. For a classificatory scheme similar to mine, from which I have
drawn, see Mason 1999, 2000. See also Keitner 1999 for a clear dis-
tinction between civic nationalism and constitutional patriotism.
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embraces the thesis that liberal democracy presupposes
the nation. The classic liberal nationalist thesis is that
what motivates the citizenry to act beyond the domain
of strategic action—what secures their integration—is
an affective identity that stems from a shared national
culture. We have already seen Miller’s claim that the
combination of social justice and democracy requires
a shared community and identity. His further claim is
that “this common identity must exist at the national
level” (1989b, 237), that “the relevant communities are
nations” (1989a, 68). The realization of “democracy
and social justice . . .presupposes national communities
in which mutual trust stems from a shared identity”
(1998, 49).

Why is the nation the necessary matrix for liberal
democracy? According to Miller, nations are necessary
for solving the twin problems of motivation and inte-
gration, particularly at the level required by a demo-
cratic polity. On the one hand, nations are objects of
affective attachment strong enough to inspire people
to sacrifice on behalf of others and to participate in
democratic politics.12 On the other hand, nations are
of large enough scope to make distributive justice and
democratic self-rule meaningful: “Although smaller-
scale forms of community may provide the most intense
experiences of solidarity, these communities will have
little power to shape their environment ” (1989b, 236).

Nations are the only possible form in which overall com-
munity can be realized in modern societies. . . . Without a
common national identity, there is nothing to hold citizens
together. (1989b, 245, emphasis added)

So, in modern states, a common nationality is a nec-
essary condition for social integration: “Among large
aggregates of people, only a common nationality can
provide the sense of solidarity that makes this [good
faith democratic deliberation] possible” (1995, 98, em-
phasis added).

But Miller’s substantive cultural nationalist thesis is
obscured by an ambiguity in his argument. In the face of
empirical examples of multinational democratic states
with important redistributive policies, such as Canada
and Switzerland, Miller (1995, 96) is forced to argue
that insofar as they do have such policies, “they work
as they do because they are not simply multinational,
but have cultivated common national identities.”13 But
here Miller is trading on an ambiguity between two
senses of common nationality: (1) sharing a common
culture constituted in part by common beliefs, a com-
mon language, etc., and (2) sharing a common iden-
tity constituted by shared sentiments or an affective
sense of belonging and commitment. Officially, Miller
stresses that two of the defining features of the nation,
as he uses the word, are shared beliefs and a common
public culture (1995, 22–25) and that what “holds na-
tions together are beliefs” transmitted through a com-
mon culture (1995, 32). This is in fact his substantive

12 This is because “nationhood is a very important source of common
identity” (Miller 1998, 48).
13 Miller (1995, 96, note 23) recognizes that this move comes close
to rendering his claim vacuous.

thesis: that democracy presupposes a shared national-
ity understood in cultural terms. But when, confronted
with cases such as Canada and Switzerland, he con-
cludes that they each possess a shared nationality after
all, here he means that Canadian citizens and Swiss
citizens each have a shared affective identity: He cites
John Stuart Mill approvingly, for “Mill was well aware
that a common sentiment of nationality could coexist
with linguistic and other cultural differences” (Miller
1995, 98, emphasis added).

The dilemma is that either Miller’s argument must
equivocate between these two senses of common na-
tionality or it avoids being logically fallacious at the
cost of being empirically undermined by cases such
as Canada and Switzerland. To eliminate the equivo-
cation, we must make explicit the connection Miller
presupposes between the two senses of nationality.
First, Miller assumes that the relevant motivational
source of nonstrategic social action is affective, i.e., that
solidarity in the sense of a shared, affective identity
(“a common sentiment of nationality”) is what moti-
vates nonstrategic action and secures solidarity in the
sense of social integration.14 Second, Miller presumes
that the source of this affective identity—i.e., the source
of national sentiment, the basis for an identity capable
of motivating nonstrategic action—is a distinct, shared
national culture: “The fostering of national identity”
requires “creating and maintaining a common public
culture” (1988, 658). Thus democracy presupposes the
nation, and the nation presupposes a shared public cul-
ture, “a public culture that is shared by all who belong
to a particular nation . . . ‘national character’ must be
interpreted in cultural terms—in terms of beliefs and
attitudes, ritual observances, and so forth” (1989b, 244).
(So the Swiss/Canadian cases pose a problem for Miller
insofar as they are democracies lacking a single, over-
arching national public culture.)15

14 Miller (1995, 58, note 11), it should be noted, consciously under-
stands himself to be arguing against Kant and his heirs.
15 It is significant that in discussing Canada and Switzerland, Miller
(1995, 96) states that they have “common national identities” by
virtue of certain kinds of shared political “institutions” and is silent
on the requirement of a shared national public culture that he empha-
sizes throughout the rest of this book and his other writings. The fact
that elsewhere he considers a shared culture necessary (and shared in-
stitutions insufficient) is what distinguishes his civic nationalist argu-
ment from republican or neo-Kantian ones (as I have defined them in
footnote 11). Of course it might be argued that, despite appearances,
Canadians or the Swiss in fact do share a national public culture,
albeit of a “thin” kind. I do not pursue this empirical question here;
but even if it were true that Canadians or the Swiss shared some sort of
thin national public culture, this “thin” culture could not do the work
that civic–territorial nationalists like Miller demand of it. First, to
serve as the basis for social integration, they believe that the national
culture must ground “a people with a distinct and common character
of its own” (Miller 1995, 25, emphasis added). Whatever this puta-
tively shared Canadian/Swiss national public culture is supposed to
consists in, it is difficult to see how it could serve to distinguish the
Canadian/Swiss “nation” from a host of other liberal democratic “na-
tions.” Second, this move completely deflates the concerns typically
expressed by nationalists (including Miller) about a shared language,
shared beliefs, shared rituals, etc. (e.g., Miller 1988, 657), and would
thus, for example, fully undermine the motivation for Miller’s (1998)
Euro-skepticism.
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I here formally state the cultural nationalist argu-
ment, which purports to identify a series of necessary
conditions for social integration. The key cultural na-
tionalist conclusion is Thesis 3b.

Thesis 0: The social integration, cultural reproduction,
and socialization necessary for a well-ordered demo-
cratic society can be effected only if there exists a
motivationally efficacious form of nonstrategic social
action.

Thesis 1: The required motivation for nonstrategic
social action obtains only if there exists a shared
affective identity, constituted by the sentiment or
affectively sanctioned belief that we belong together.

Thesis 2: This (motivationally efficacious) shared affec-
tive identity, constituted by the sentiment or affec-
tively sanctioned belief that we belong together, can
stem only from a shared, national, public culture.

Therefore,

Thesis 3a: The required motivation for nonstrategic so-
cial action can obtain only if there exists a shared,
national, public culture.

and

Thesis 3b: The social integration, cultural reproduction,
and socialization necessary for democratic society
can be effected only if there exists a shared, national,
public culture.

In logical form,

Thesis 0: s→m.
Thesis 1: m→ i .
Thesis 2: i→ c.

Therefore,

Thesis 3a: m→ c.

and

Thesis 3b: s→ c.

where

s = the social integration, cultural reproduction, and
socialization necessary for democratic society,

m= the motivation for nonstrategic social action,
i = a shared affective identity, constituted by the senti-

ment or affectively sanctioned belief that we belong
together, and

c = a shared, national, public culture.

“→” stands for “only if.” (One may, alternatively, in-
terpret “→” to mean “implies,” “requires,” “can be ex-
plained only by,” “finds a necessary cause in,” or “finds
its relevant source in.”)

The reader should feel free to add the premises im-
plicit to the argument (e.g., “under modern industrial
conditions”). The formulation in terms of necessary
conditions is designed to be agnostic among three in-
terpretations: one that takes a necessary condition to
be a necessary and preceding cause, one that takes it
to be a necessary constituent, and one that takes it to
be a necessary effect. Thus the claim about the neces-

sity of the cultural nation to liberal democratic society
need not be construed as a conceptual claim but can be
(and most plausibly is) construed as an empirical causal
claim.

The concluding cultural nationalist Theses 3a and 3b
follow logically from the three premises; to attack the
cultural nationalist position, one may call into question
any of Theses 0, 1, and 2. Thesis 0 is the commonplace of
modern social theory; having argued for its prima facie
plausibility above, I take it for granted here. Thesis 1,
which construes the required shared affective identity
in terms of the common sentiment/belief that “we”
belong together, is the shared communitarian thesis.
Though I take both Thesis 1 and Thesis 2 to be problem-
atic, the critical energies of this paper focus on Thesis 2,
which distinguishes the nationalist from the republi-
can position. In other words, I wish to demonstrate
that even if we grant Theses 0 and 1, the nationalist
arguments for 3a and 3b fail. This paper considers four
such arguments: (1) the shared norms/beliefs argument,
(2) the trust argument, (3) the transparency argument,
and (4) the industrial society argument.

THE SHARED NORMS/BELIEFS ARGUMENT

The first argument can be found in the works of
Dominique Schnapper. She says that if Italy is having
trouble mobilizing projects of redistribution, it is be-
cause its “national solidarity is no longer founded on
a common political project, stemming from a common
political culture.” Instead, whatever ostensible solidar-
ity it continues to enjoy is “founded only on material in-
terest” (1994, 193). (This is Thesis 3a, that nonstrategic
motivation requires a shared national culture.) Citing
Durkheim approvingly, Schnapper (1994, 40) argues
that

the process of internal integration implies . . . that the com-
mon goals of the collective enterprise be defined and ac-
cepted, that individuals share a certain number of com-
mon practices and beliefs, and that there exist interactions
among the members of the group. In the case of the nation,
it is a matter of political goals, practices, and beliefs, but
these cannot be independent of social reality.

Speaking in the vocabulary of the “traditional sociolog-
ical concept of socialization,” and referring to “la ca-
pacité, socialement constituée, des hommes à acquérir
par l’éducation—au sens large du terme—les moyens
de participer à la vie commune,” Schnapper (1994, 40)
appeals to a

process by which the individual, born in a particular soci-
ety, internalizes its exigencies, acquires its common values,
and adopts its norms of behavior by which the collectivity
maintains itself.

This internalization of shared beliefs, values, and norms
is crucial to the development of a common affective
identity: The sense of

belonging and national sentiment are born of this in-
ternalization of knowledge, of norms, and of common
values . . .which indissolubly tie personal identity to a col-
lective identity. Henceforth the individual finds the nation
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within his very being [Désormais l’individu trouve sa nation
à l’intérieur de soi] [!]16 (Schnapper 1994, 41).

It is no wonder that Schnapper hails the school system,
which socializes and forms individuals, as a key instru-
ment for national integration.17

So on Schnapper’s account, the shared culture that
integration requires (Thesis 3b) is one that includes
common collective goals, common practices, common
beliefs, and common norms and values, because a
shared affective identity requires the internalization
of these shared goals, beliefs, norms, and values. This
internalization is what solves the twin problems of mo-
tivation and integration.

How plausible is Schnapper’s argument? Not very.
It is true that shared values or shared norms can be
and often are one basis for a shared identity. But
neither is a necessary condition, as a multitude of iden-
tities, whether Jewish, Québécois, Scottish, African-
American, or Iranian, testifies.18 What is the “norm,”
for instance, that all Jews, or even all Israeli Jews, share?
As some of these examples further suggest, even affec-
tive identities that are presumed to be based on a shared
culture do not require shared values or norms.19

If the premise that shared affective identities require
shared beliefs is true, it is true only in the constitutive
but trivial sense that part of what it means to have a
shared collective identity is to believe that the mem-
bers of that collectivity in some sense belong together.
But this shared belief is not a precondition for shared
identity in any causal sense; it is simply the subjective
component that is constitutive of collective identities.
But it does not follow that other shared beliefs, say
about the world or even about the specific nature or
history of the identity in question, are necessary for
there to be such an affective identity. In other words,
either Schnapper’s thesis that shared identity requires
shared beliefs is trivially because conceptually true or it
is false. To think that shared identities and hence social

16 The un-self-consciously ominous tone of the final sentence should
be a moment for pause.
17 Compare Schnapper 2000, 154–56. It is in part for this reason that
Miller (1995, 143) approves of France’s aggressive assimilationist cul-
tural policies—it is a functional imperative for democracy to forge a
common national qua cultural identity.
18 Compare Kymlicka 1996, 131: “Social unity cannot be based on
shared beliefs. . . . What matters is not shared values, but a shared
identity.”
19 One response here might be that a “shared culture” is not consti-
tuted by one set of values and norms but that to share a culture simply
means that there is a range of values and norms some combination
of which all members of a shared culture might hold. Two points
should be made here. First, if that is the response, then we have
moved dramatically away from a recognizably cultural nationalist
worldview: The porousness of boundaries and the internal diversity
urged by the antinationalist is now being incorporated into the very
definition of what it is to “share” a culture. Such a concession imme-
diately invites a second one: that cultures are not bounded “things”
that can be coherently thought of in terms of shared possession. As
Shore (2000, 23) puts it, “Rather than assuming ‘shared meaning’,
anthropologists and other critical social scientists increasingly take
culture to be a site of struggle and contestation: an ongoing processes
[sic] of continually negotiated meanings. . . ‘cultures’ are themselves
culturally constructed through the very processes that purport to
describe and objectify them.”

integration require other sorts of shared belief ignores
the fact that the coordination of social action does not
require all actors to have the same interpretation of the
(inter)actions in question. What coordinated social ac-
tion requires is not actual consensus about the meaning
of the practice, but compatibility in the weak sense that
each actor’s interpretation of a particular practice, and
the individual actor’s corresponding actions, be such
that they can persist in the face of the actions of other
individuals, who may or may not share the same inter-
pretations. In the face of the hermeneutical indetermi-
nacy of meaning, consensus is at once unfeasible and
unnecessary. For example, many social theorists have
thought that symbols are an important facet of affective
collective identity. But symbols’ capacity to help affec-
tively bind individuals together is neither conceptually
nor empirically dependent on those individuals’ con-
sensus about the meaning of the symbol. A flag might
symbolize the country’s military victories for one citi-
zen, their Olympic glories for another, the federation
of the country’s constituent regions for another, and
the country’s tradition of humanitarianism and peace-
keeping for another, yet still help bind them all together
(military buff, sports fan, federalist, and peacenik) in
flag-waving pride. Indeed, one reason symbols can be
such an important facet of unity at the level of practice
is precisely the indeterminacy of their meaning.

It may be retorted that the beliefs that must be shared
are of the following sort: For an electoral system or
market to function properly, for example, the actors
must share the belief that it is wrong to kill each other
when a vote or transaction turns out to have gone badly
for one party. This is true. But if this is what is meant
by shared beliefs, then the nationalist argument gets
the underlying intuition backward. This gloss on the
nationalist thesis is that a shared belief qua constituent
part of a culture is a necessary condition for (causally
explaining) a shared affective identity. But the intuition
at work here is that when you share an affective identity
x, you will be motivated to believe that it is wrong to
kill your fellow x-members and, accordingly, to refrain
from carrying out such killings, even if it were strate-
gically to your advantage to do so. In other words, the
intuition here supports something like Thesis 1, which
I have taken for granted, and not Thesis 2, which the
retort purports to be justifying.20

THE TRUST ARGUMENT

Miller’s own argument—the trust argument—slightly
complicates the steps leading to Thesis 3a. (It initially
attempts to establish its conclusions without resort
to Thesis 2.) According to Miller, a well-functioning
democracy needs its citizens to have some level of trust
for each other. Social integration, to be fully demo-
cratic, requires citizens who not only fulfill their legal

20 I say something like Thesis 1 because Thesis 1 says that a shared
affective identity is a necessary condition for (socially integrating)
nonstrategic action, while the intuition behind the example here
supports the (possibly supplementary) proposition that a shared af-
fective identity may be a sufficient (causal) condition for motivating
some types of nonstrategic action (and the corresponding beliefs).
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obligations and enjoy liberal rights and freedoms, but
also are active citizens voluntarily motivated to delib-
erate about the common good and to make sacrifices
for it. (Miller calls this a “republican” conception of
citizenship [1999].) But to secure “the voluntary co-
operation of citizens. . .each person must be confident
that the others will generally comply—and this involves
mutual trust” (1995, 91).21 And “ties of community are
an important source of such trust between individuals
who are not personally known to one another” (1995,
92). Miller adds that democracy understood as a de-
liberative mode of political decision making requires
trust because only then would people “be willing to
moderate [their] own demands in order to reach a com-
promise,” and “Trust of this kind is much more likely
to exist among people who share a common national
identity, speak a common language, and have overlap-
ping cultural values” (1998, 48). Miller (1995, 92) goes
so far as to suggest that national community not only
facilitates trust, but is, in modern states, a necessary
condition for it:

In states lacking a common national identity . . .politics at
best takes the form of group bargaining and compromise
and at worst degenerates into a struggle for domination.
Trust may exist within the groups, but not across them.

So according to Miller, one reason the democratic
state (and fully democratic citizenship) presupposes a
cultural nation is that a common national culture is
the basis for trust between citizens, and trust is needed
for citizens to act on bases other than narrow, strictly
strategic considerations. Trust is not so much a positive
source or motive for action, as it is a necessary condi-
tion for the removal of barriers to nonstrategic social
action. So the trust argument for Thesis 1 (that non-
strategic action requires a shared affective identity) is
that nonstrategic social action implies trust between the
actors (Premise 1a), and trust in turn requires a shared
affective identity (Premise 1b). Furthermore, a shared
affective identity is not sufficient for trust; rather trust
also requires (an identity grounded in) a shared culture
(Premise 3a). Thus we may conclude that nonstrategic
action requires a shared culture (Thesis 3a).22 Miller’s
argument echoes Barry’s (1991, 174–75) argument that
“co-operation on common projects” and “redistribu-
tion within the polity” are facilitated not only by “the

21 In other words, strategic considerations that derive from the logic
of repeated games are insufficient; a well-functioning democracy re-
quires nonstrategic action.
22 In sum, the trust argument is as follows.

Premise 1a : m→ trust.
Premise 1b: Trust→ i .

Therefore,

Thesis 1: m→ i .

Furthermore,

Premise 3a : Trust→ c.

Therefore,

Thesis 3a: m→ c.

presence of fellow-feeling” and a “sympathetic attach-
ment to the interests of all those within the polity” (this
is Thesis 1), but also by “trust in the willingness of oth-
ers to reciprocate benefits when the need arises” (this
is Premise 1a). Furthermore, according to Barry (1991,
177), “there is a strong causal link between cultural
similarity and trust” (this is Premise 3a).

How plausible is the trust argument? I do not find the
premise (3a) that trust requires, or is largely a function
of, a common culture very persuasive. First, we need to
be attentive to the distinction between different types
of trust—at the very least, between what scholars com-
monly call “social trust” (in, e.g., institutions) and “in-
terpersonal trust” (Rose-Ackerman 2001; cf. Sztompka
1999, chap. 3). I would wager that, given the choice,
informed Iranian journalists accused of some crime
would “trust” a German judge to grant them a fair
trial far more than they would trust an Iranian judge,
with whom they presumably share a common culture.
Certainly, in debates about where to try Pinochet, there
were many Chileans who “trusted” British and Span-
ish judges far more than they did Chilean judges. It is
difficult to see a shared culture as the key explanatory
variable, much less as a necessary condition, for social
trust in institutions. Nor is shared culture necessary
for interpersonal trust: We can all presumably think
of cases in which consumers from a certain cultural
group have “trusted” some class of merchants from a
different cultural group far more than their own, be-
cause the “alien” merchants had a reputation for being
trustworthy, while their “own” merchants were seen as
scoundrels.

The counterexamples I have just given obviously
trade on the intuition that trust consists in the belief
that the other person or institution is trustworthy in
general and will, thus, treat others with impartiality and
fairness. Such belief in another’s general trustworthi-
ness may be better explained by the other’s previous
reputation for trustworthiness, rather than by the fact
of a culture shared by the two parties.23

But this argument, it may be objected, misses the
point. The sort of interpersonal trust that Miller is in-
voking is not a belief in the general trustworthy char-
acter of the other in treating others impartially, but a
belief that she cares enough about me in particular to
take my best interests to heart. She may be a scoundrel,
but she would never betray the brother she loves. And
what explains that fraternal affection is our common
culture.

Two things have happened in this refinement of the
trust argument. First, the trust argument is forced to
establish Premise 3a by asserting Thesis 2 after all (that
a shared culture is necessary for a shared affective iden-
tity). Second, the counterexamples I gave above still
hold force against the rejoinder; they force the con-
cession that a shared culture is not a necessary condi-
tion for trust (even granting Thesis 2). The claim now
would have to be a general empirical one that a shared

23 Sztompka (1999, chap. 4) identifies three “grounds” for what
he calls primary trustworthiness: reputation, performance, and
appearance.
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culture is a fairly important explanatory variable for
mutual (presumably interpersonal) trust. But what ex-
actly would such a claim involve? Miller and Barry are
using the term “trust” to refer to (a) a belief that one
can reliably predict the actions of another, combined
with (b) the prediction that the individual or group in
question will treat one fairly, take one’s best interests
to heart, etc.24 So to result in greater trust, a shared
national culture would have to do two things: (a) foster
a (belief in one’s) capacity to predict the actions of
others better and (b) result in others who are (or seem)
more likely to treat one fairly (etc.). (It needs to do both
because sometimes rendering another’s actions more
transparently predictable would make that person less
trustworthy to me, insofar as it becomes apparent how
untrustworthy or hostile to me that person really is.)
Presumably the argument is that a shared national cul-
ture (a) enables prediction by facilitating transparent
communication and mutual comprehension and (b) so-
licits fair treatment (etc.) by fostering a common affec-
tive bond of goodwill among conationals. But in that
case, the trust argument is parasitic upon (a) what I
call the transparency argument and upon (b) Thesis 2,
which it asserts without argument. We need to know
what the argument for Thesis 2 is.

THE TRANSPARENCY ARGUMENT

Let us first turn to the transparency argument, which
purports to demonstrate in its own right that democ-
racy necessitates the cultural nation. According to the
transparency argument Miller (1998, 50) offers, a com-
mon national public culture, and particularly a com-
mon language, is a necessity for democratic delibera-
tion, because otherwise there would not be a single,
unified public: at best, there would be “separate bod-
ies of public opinion that could then be fed into elite
negotiations.”25 Again, Barry (1991, 178) had made this
point as well: He argued in favor of “linguistic homo-
geneity” on the grounds that “for democratic politics
to work, the citizens must be able to communicate with
one another, and have access to the same forums of
political debate.” Schnapper (1994, 78) in turn argues
that the “espace communicative et intersubjectif” that
Habermas thinks democracy requires, in which “citi-
zens, politicians, and experts can speak with, under-
stand, and try to convince each other,” cannot exist
unless “all the members share a language, a certain
culture, and at least a few common values.”26 A com-
mon culture is needed to enable a transparent, uni-
fied public sphere of deliberation. And, in turn, this is
necessary for democratic forms of social integration—
as Miller suggests, social integration might still occur
without such deliberation in a unified public sphere, but

24 See Sztompka 1999, chap. 2, for a conception of trust in terms of
prediction in the face of risk.
25 Miller is specifically raising doubts about European-wide demo-
cratic citizenship here.
26 Compare Schnapper 1994, 141: “La langue est . . . l’instrument es-
sentiel par lequel s’instaure et se maintient la vie démocratique.” Her
more recent statement (2000, 258–60) is only slightly more cautious.

it would not be consistent with fully democratic society
and citizenship.27

While there is a kernel of truth to the transparency ar-
gument, it remains unconvincing as an argument about
the necessary conditions for liberal democracy.28 Such
an argument tacitly draws much of its force from rather
implausible views about what it means to “share” a
culture. (1) One way to motivate this argument might
be to assume that (a) insofar as a culture is “shared,”
it makes possible a realm of almost fully transparent
mutual comprehension and communication within its
boundaries29 and that (b) democracy requires the uni-
fied, transparent public sphere thereby made possible.
Be that as it may, the argument does presume that
(2) there cannot be significant (i.e., politically relevant)
mutual comprehension or communication beyond the
boundaries of a shared culture. Thus, without a unified
culture, there only would be “separate bodies of public
opinion” (Miller), while democracy requires “access
to the same forums of political debate” (Barry). This
is a billiard ball view of culture—one that anthropol-
ogists have fully discredited—which takes particular
cultures to be (mutually exclusive) “entities” whose
boundaries are neatly specifiable and overwhelmingly
impenetrable.30

It is true that difference may erect barriers to com-
munication and mutual comprehension between indi-
viduals (Sommer 1999). This is the kernel of truth in
the transparency argument. But such barriers of dif-
ference never fully correspond to a single specifiable
collective boundary. Any attempt to specify the bound-
aries of a “shared” culture faces the insurmountable
problem that further difference can always be found
within the boundaries that were supposed to mark off
difference, such that any cultural “entity” so specified
will inevitably appear to the analyst to be a hybrid. It is,

27 In sum, the transparency argument is as follows:

Thesis 0: s→m.

Premise 0a : m→ transparent deliberation.

i.e., one form of social action that must be motivated is transparent
deliberation in a unified public sphere, if social integration is to be
democratic.

Premise 3b: Transparent deliberation→ c.

Therefore,

Thesis 3a: m→ c.

and

Thesis 3b: s→ c.
28 Specifically, Premises 0a and 3b in the previous footnote are
problematic.
29 I doubt that thinkers such as Miller would actually endorse 1.a
explicitly. The point is, rather, that the thesis in question derives some
of its plausibility from an unexamined assumption such as this one.
30 As Handler (1994, 29) puts it, “The most significant development
in culture theory of the past twenty years has been the attack on reify-
ing and essentialist models of culture. . . . Many scholars now agree
that there is no unchanging “essence” or “character” to particular
cultures; indeed, that cultures are not individualized entities existing
as natural objects with neat temporal and spatial boundaries.” See
also Clifford’s (1988) discussion (particularly at pp. 337–44).
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moreover, impossible to specify fully the boundaries of
a “shared” culture on wholly nonarbitrary grounds.31

Once we recognize that any attempt at boundary-
drawing is always undermined by a remainder of differ-
ence, and that the final determination of those bound-
aries must rest on some arbitrarily fixed ground, then
both assumption 1 and assumption 2 become problem-
atic. Difference within the boundaries of a so-called
shared culture undermines the assumption that (1.a)
such a shared culture could realize the Rousseauist
fantasy of fully transparent communication and com-
prehension. Full transparency to others, and perhaps
even to oneself, is a chimera (Taylor 1992). Fortunately,
democracy does not require, either in practice or in
principle, (1.b) a single, fully unified, transparent pub-
lic sphere. It is obvious that, in practice, well-ordered
democracies function with multiple, crisscrossing, over-
lapping, public spheres (Fraser 1997). And in principle,
even if one held the quasi-Rawlsian view that well-
ordered democracies necessarily rest upon a regulative
principle that there be, at the most abstract level, a
single, unified, transparent, overarching public sphere
(one that corresponds to an overlapping consensus),
it does not follow that citizens should have access to
all the same “forums”—only that there be at least one
overarching public sphere to which all had access. The
requirement that all citizens have access to all forums
would come close to Rousseau’s banning of “partial
associations.” And even the view that there need be
at least one overarching public sphere that holds, as it
were, all the others together overlooks the possibility
that instead there may be a whole network of over-
lapping public spheres, no single one of which spans
the entire network, but all of which are either im-
mediately or mediately linked through overlapping or
porous boundaries.32 Assumption 1 is by no means self-
evident.

Assumption 2 either is false or collapses into solip-
sism: If mutual comprehension is possible, i.e., if some
level of transparency is possible between human beings,
then it must also be possible across cultures. This is
because if the demarcation of culture boundaries is to
some extent arbitrary, then wherever the boundaries
are in fact drawn, it will remain the case that they could
have, with reason, been drawn differently, such that
some individuals who do not share a culture according
to the first demarcation do so on the second, and vice
versa. But either these individuals can attain some com-
prehension of each other or they cannot. If they can,
then on the first way of demarcating the boundaries,
there is cross-cultural understanding; if they cannot,
then on the second way there is no comprehension be-
tween some members of the same culture. Since the
culture boundaries could always be redrawn in such a
way to divide any two individuals who on one account
are united by a shared culture (by drawing the bound-

31 For a vivid illustration of this point about classification and ty-
pologies in general, see Foucault’s (1966) discussion of Borges in the
preface.
32 For a work that makes a similar point in relation to constitutional
politics, see Tully 1995.

aries of culture according to the difference that exists
between those two individuals), then it follows either
that a shared culture is not necessary for mutual com-
prehension or that there cannot be any mutual com-
prehension between any two individuals, even if they
share the same culture.33

But it might be retorted that this abstract philosoph-
ical discussion relies too heavily on “marginal” cases,
in such a way that it leaves intact the general sociologi-
cal point that transparency is significantly a function of
something like a shared culture, particularly a shared
language. After all, distinguishing between cultures is
not wholly arbitrary, so that one may roughly but mean-
ingfully speak of more or less transparency according to
the degree of cultural “distance.” So everything would
hang on the political significance of the degree of com-
munication possible. Miller’s (1998, 50) concern, for
instance, is that citizens who do not share a lan-
guage cannot deliberate together, because their de-
bates would be “opaque” to each other. But while
this point seems to be straightforward common sense
when we think of two individuals communicating at
the face-to-face level—individuals who have needed to
communicate face to face but who did not speak each
other’s language have often been responsible for creat-
ing pidgins—things are more complicated at the soci-
etal level. Democratic deliberation at a societal level is
often mediated via the media, and multilingual media
personnel can and do serve to bridge the communica-
tional gaps at the societal level between individuals who
do not speak the same language. So language is not an
impermeable barrier at the societal level. (Translations,
a frequent feature of multilingual democracies, are only
one of many strategies people employ for coping with
other languages. Another, of course, is becoming func-
tionally multilingual: Why should we suppose that in-
dividuals are or must be monolingual?)34

However, even here Miller’s point is not wholly
without merit—witness the continuing resonance of
describing Canadians as comprising “two solitudes,”
despite the presence of a bilingual telecommunica-
tions and political elite. So Miller’s (1999) point might
be that the demanding requirements of what he calls
“republican” citizenship and deliberation rest on the
greater transparency afforded by linguistic-cultural ho-
mogeneity. But we need to be clear about the baseline
of comparison here. Miller’s claim that without a com-
mon language there would be only “separate bodies of
public opinion that could then be fed into elite negotia-
tions” would resonate only if with a common language

33 See Luban 1985, 241, for a more empirical argument that draws
similar conclusions.
34 As the anthropologist Richard Handler (1988, 159) puts it, “Cross-
cultural comparison shows, contrary to Western common sense, that
social solidarity need not be conceptualized in terms of linguistic
homogeneity. In the Northwest Amazon, for example, people in small
villages routinely speak three, four, or more languages. Residents in
a village, or even within a single longhouse, do not all speak the same
set of languages and, most interesting . . .people do not consider their
multilingualism to be at all remarkable.” Whether there is something
about the logic of modern industrial societies that distinguishes them
is something I consider in the next section.
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there could be a single, unified body of public opinion,
which could also bypass elite mediation and directly de-
termine legislation. Perhaps this might happen in some
exceptional political moments—they are likely to be
dependent upon some unique crisis, not upon a com-
mon language—but the suggestion, implicit to Miller’s
critique, that with a common language this would be the
regular state of affairs is sheer Rousseauist fantasy—
one whose possibility, it should be added, Rousseau
himself gave us much reason to doubt (Saccamano
1992).

To sum up, we must conclude that, at the societal
level, shared culture is neither necessary nor sufficient
for mutual understanding. It may be true that greater
cultural and especially linguistic distance between soci-
ety’s members may in some contexts necessitate greater
effort and resources to achieve the same levels of
communicational transparency, all other things equal.
But all this would mean is that relative transparency
might be attained more efficiently with a shared cul-
ture/language. So heterogeneity has its costs—which
must be weighed against, among other things, the costs
of imposing homogeneity. The thesis that a shared cul-
ture is a necessary condition for liberal democracy
would be plausible only if it were the case that forgoing
the costs of heterogeneity is absolutely indispensable
to it. Why should we think this?

THE INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY ARGUMENT

Ernest Gellner offers an argument for the claim that
cultural homogeneity’s efficiency gains for communi-
cational transparency are indispensable to modern,
industrial liberal democracies. This is the fourth and
final argument—call it the industrial society argument—
that I consider in support of the thesis that democ-
racy requires the cultural nation, and this argument
purports to provide a theoretical justification for the
crucial Thesis 2. Gellner argues that modern indus-
trial societies—and this would include industrial liberal
democratic societies—objectively and functionally re-
quire a shared national culture.35 The crux of Gellner’s
argument is that modern industrial societies, whose
ultimate commitments are to economic growth, are de-
pendent on innovation and hence on a “changing oc-
cupational structure” and “mobile division of labour.”
Furthermore, industrial economies are dependent on
individuals who are capable of “sustained, frequent
and precise communication” with strangers, in which
meaning is “transmitted in a standard idiom and in writ-
ing when required.” Thus there must be a societywide
possibility of context-free, fairly transparent communi-
cation. This means that if members of this society are
“to be properly employable and enjoy full and effective

35 A standard criticism leveled against Gellner is that the specifica-
tion of industrialism’s “functional need” cannot causally explain the
rise of nationalism (Tambini 1996). The objection could be potentially
met by specifying a “causal mechanism” or “filter explanation” by
which the functional need produces what it needs (Mouzelis 1998;
O’Leary 1998). But my focus at this point is less on Gellner’s putative
causal explanation for the rise of nationalism than on his specification
of the functional need itself.

moral citizenship,” they must possess a “level of literacy
and technical competence, in a standardized medium, a
common conceptual currency.” Furthermore, the level
of the standardized education required to instill this
“is so high that it simply cannot be provided by the
kin or local units. . . . It can only be provided by some-
thing resembling a modern ‘national’ education sys-
tem” (Gellner 1983, 32–34; cf. Gellner 1996, 107).

Modern society is one in which no sub-community, be-
low the size of one capable of sustaining an independent
educational system, can any longer reproduce itself. The
reproduction of fully socialized individuals itself becomes
part of the division of labour, and is no longer performed
by sub-communities for themselves. (Gellner 1983, 32)

Gellner (1983, 38; cf. 46) concludes that “cultural ho-
mogeneity” is a functional and hence objective systemic
imperative faced by industrial societies:

It is not the case . . . that nationalism imposes homogene-
ity; it is rather that a homogeneity imposed by objective,
inescapable imperative eventually appears on the surface
in the form of nationalism.

Thus, according to Gellner, modern industrial lib-
eral democracies objectively require a single national
culture.36 This is the basis for Gellner’s adherence to
Theses 0–3a. Gellner is working with a categorization
of social action that is analogous to the strategic vs
nonstrategic distinction I have employed, and he re-
peats the commonplace of social theory that strategic
action is generally insufficient to explain social integra-
tion (Thesis 0):

Two generic agents or catalysts of group formation and
maintenance are obviously crucial: will, voluntary adher-
ence and identification, loyalty, solidarity, on the one hand;
and fear, coercion, compulsion, on the other. . . . A few
communities may be based exclusively or very predomi-
nantly on one or the other, but they must be rare. Most
persisting groups are based on a mixture of loyalty and
identification (on willed adherence), and of extraneous in-
centives, positive or negative, on hopes and fears. (Gellner
1983, 53, underlining added, italics in original)

While this passage only implicitly signals Gellner’s
commitment to Thesis 1,37 his adherence to Thesis 2
and Thesis 3a is explicit:

When general social conditions make for standardized, ho-
mogeneous, centrally sustained high cultures, pervading
entire populations and not just elite minorities, a situa-
tion arises in which [Thesis 2] well-defined educationally-
sanctioned and unified cultures constitute very nearly the

36 A variant on Gellner’s argument, proposed by Mouzelis (1998,
160), is that cultural nationalism somehow accompanies moderniza-
tion, not industrialization.
37 Notice that I have underlined the very telling “and,” which allows
Gellner to remain silent on the relation between the terms to its
left (will, voluntary adherence) and the terms to its right (identifi-
cation, loyalty, solidarity), with the ostensible implication that they
are synonymous. But in terms of Thesis 1, the terms on the right are
the affective basis that motivate the terms on the left. I take it that
Gellner separates the two sides with an “and,” but does not make
his syntactically signaled distinction (repeated in the final sentence
by the parentheses) explicit to his argument, because he implicitly
adheres to something like Thesis 1.
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only kind of unit with which men willingly and often ar-
dently identify. . . . In these conditions, [Thesis 3a] men will
be politically united with all those, and only those, who
share their culture. (Gellner 1983, 55)

What motivates social actors to act upon the basis of
nonstrategic action (“will”), and so to effect integration
(“be politically united”), is ultimately a shared culture,
the only thing with which, in industrial societies, social
actors affectively identify.

The key to Gellner’s argument, and the point that I
take to be most problematic, is the claim that homo-
geneity is an inescapable objective imperative of indus-
trial society:

It is not the case that nationalism imposes homogeneity out
of a wilful cultural Machtbedürfniss; it is an objective need
for homogeneity which is reflected in nationalism . . . a
modern industrial state can only function with a mo-
bile, literate, culturally standardized, interchangeable
population. . . . (Gellner 1983, 46, my emphasis)

To draw this conclusion, Gellner explicitly relies on
Weber’s notion of rationalization, which, according
to Gellner (1983, 20) implies consistency (treating
like cases alike) and efficiency (instrumental means–
ends rationality). Gellner’s (1983, 21) thesis is that
industrial society requires Weberian rationality, and
Weberian rationality presupposes a “universal concep-
tual currency” provided by a shared culture. Part of the
problem with Gellner’s argument is that it is caught up
in the old assumptions of modernization theory, whose
exponents thought that the changes associated with
modernity, such as technological advances, industrial-
ization, urbanization, and, above all, the instrumental
rationalization of economy and state bureaucracy, are
detrimental to “traditional” cultural forms. Moderniza-
tion represents, in this view, a sort of triumph of instru-
mental reason, a triumph whose progress required the
overcoming of traditional, parochial cultural forms and
the incorporation of all members of industrial society
into a single overarching national culture (Hobsbawm
1992, 39). Only such an incorporation could make pos-
sible the instrumental efficiency gains required by the
modern industrial market and the modern bureaucratic
state.

But it is now recognized that those cultural
forms that the old modernization theorists labeled
“traditional” often flourish precisely because of mod-
ernization (Gusfield 1967).38 Similarly, there is no rea-
son to think that, even if industrial society requires
an education system that trains its students in a set
of common technical and communication skills, these
competencies require a single culture or even language.
Indeed, increases in the levels of education and commu-
nication in industrial societies may decrease the need

38 “Tradition and modernity are frequently mutually reinforcing. . . .
The technological consequences of increased transportation, com-
munication, literacy, and horizontal mobility, in furthering the spread
of ideas, also intensifies the spread and influence of the “great tradi-
tion” into more and more communities . . . the quest for modernity
depends upon and often finds support in the ideological upsurge
of traditionalism” (Gusfield 1967, 356–58). Compare Caton 1990,
chap. 9, especially p. 247.

for cultural homogeneity, because of an increase in
people’s skills in dealing with the new or unfamiliar—
pace Gellner’s assumption, the knowledge imparted
by education is not simply a matter of some formu-
laic content that all must share, but of skills that may
amount to an ability to recognize Wittgensteinian fam-
ily resemblances.39

So even if we grant that, ceteris paribus, cultural ho-
mogeneity is the most efficient means to secure the
requirements of industrial society,40 it certainly does
not follow that “nationalism as such is fated to pre-
vail” (Gellner 1983, 47). Despite Gellner’s own well-
known antinationalist proclivities, his version of eco-
nomic determinism—which is no more credible than
the other economic determinisms that have historically
preceded it—ironically verges on normative political
philosophy masquerading in the guise of social theory:

We do not understand the range of options available to in-
dustrial society . . .but we understand some of its essential
concomitants. The kind of cultural homogeneity demanded
by nationalism is one of them, and we had better make our
peace with it. (Gellner 1983, 39)

When Gellner says that we “had better” make our
peace with it, does he mean that we “must” or that
we “should”? It is not and never has been the case that
we must accept maximum industrial economic growth
just because we want some growth; industrial society
does not collapse just because its efficiency goals are
moderated or balanced by other, conflicting values.
Cultural homogeneity may or may not be an “essen-
tial concomitant” for an industrial society committed
to the maximum physically possible levels of economic
growth irrespective of other values, but there is little
evidence that industrial society as such requires such a
commitment. So we should “make our peace” with na-
tionalism only if we should accept maximum industrial
economic growth as a value that trumps all others. But
why should we do this? What recommends sheer capit-
ulation to the systemic colonization of the lifeworld, to
the thoroughgoing triumph of instrumental over prac-
tical reason? Even faced with the discipline imposed
by a competitive global market, efficiency is never the
only value that liberal democratic industrial societies
must realize. When Gellner (1996, 105) says that “eco-
nomic growth is the first principle of legitimacy of this
kind of society,” what he says may be true of Brazil’s
bureaucratic–authoritarian regime in the 1960s, but the
governments of few liberal democratic societies could,

39 Gellner’s assumption that education systems are incapable of im-
parting communication skills for the industrial economy unless they
foster a single culture is not convincing. We can see the logic of the
argument at the global level: Dutch schools may teach students how
to work in English, the language of global industry, but they do not
teach them to become Britons or Americans, or even anglophones.
Nor would Europe’s common market face collapse because of this.
40 Notice that Gellner is not necessarily committed to the position
that the more homogeneous the culture, the more efficient the econ-
omy; rather, he is committed to the position that there is a minimum
baseline of cultural homogeneity that is required, falling below which
baseline results in efficiency losses in the achievement of economic
growth. It is just that that baseline is very high. It requires, among
other things, a shared language.
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in the name of economic growth or global competi-
tiveness, commit the gross human rights violations the
Brazilian regime so justified and leave their legitimacy
intact. The bases of their legitimacy are rather more
diverse. The burden of proof lies with the philosopher
who wants to argue that the material goods of industrial
society are the only constituents of the good life.

If it be objected that Gellner’s point is that all of
the goods of industrial democracies, material or not,
are contingent upon a standardized education of large
enough scope to sustain the economy, and that this stan-
dardized education wipes out localized cultures that
cannot reproduce themselves because they lack access
to the institutions of state education, then one might
plausibly point out that while there may be a mini-
mum size requirement, diverse cultural practices can
be (re)produced via substate educational institutions.
(In numerous countries, for instance, cultural diversity
is in part reproduced by the fact that education is not
under jurisdiction of the central government.) Viability
need not require uniformity at the state level. It may be
retorted that Gellner’s point is simply that, given indus-
trial conditions, those who resist cultural homogeneity
at the state level will always be faced with nationalist
demands to render the boundaries of politics cotermi-
nous with culture, i.e., that Gellner is simply explaining
the sources of nationalism. (So not surprisingly, Canada
has been hardest hit by Québécois nationalism, one of
whose primary focuses has been the education system,
precisely after Quebec industrialized.) But this rejoin-
der amounts to this: The struggle to accommodate cul-
tural difference in modern industrial democracies is not
a prisoner to an iron cage of cultural homogeneity; it
is simply most likely to be confronted by nationalists
who struggle against such accommodation, and whose
political project of rendering the boundaries of politics
congruent with those of culture ultimately draws much
of its strength from (and is empirically explained by)
the efficiency requirements of industrial societies. But
who wins that struggle in a particular state is not a fait
accompli. There is more hope for Gellner’s antination-
alist normative commitments than his own determinist
social theory allows.

In other words, the so-called objective imperative to
cultural homogeneity is hardly a scientific truth that
enjoys what Gellner (1996, 111) tongue-in-cheek calls,
with characteristic wit, “Euclidean cogency.” Rather, it
is a bit of nationalist ideology par excellence; Gellner is
guilty of good old-fashioned reification in the Marxist–
Lukácsian sense of the word. Such claims to provide an
account of “objective” imperatives are highly suspect
by virtue of the hermeneutical predicament faced by
all social theory: All such theories are themselves part
of the social phenomena they purport to explain. This
implies that we cannot simply and solely appeal to the
“empirical outcomes” in a positivist manner to settle
questions about the “essential concomitants” of indus-
trial liberal democracies, because the empirical out-
comes themselves (which are the results of purposive,
meaning-endowed actions) may turn out to depend
upon certain beliefs about these “essential concomi-
tants”: Thus rather than the empirical outcomes telling

us which social theory to believe, it may, on the contrary,
be the case that the very fact that certain social theo-
ries are believed helps explain the empirical outcomes.
This is not to say that empirical analysis is useless—
quite the contrary. The point is simply that interpreting
the empirical evidence is anything but straightforward,
because the theories that purport to explain the social
“facts” are themselves part of those facts. This phe-
nomenon is exacerbated in the case of social-scientific
theories of nationalism, because, as Handler (1988, 8)
has argued, nationalist ideology and social science the-
ory have been especially interpenetrated by each other.
Nationalist beliefs about “imperatives” of homogeneity
may turn out to be self-fulfilling.41

This becomes clearer once we specify for Gellner’s
theory—as we must, if his theory is not to lapse into
teleology—the causal mechanisms by which a func-
tional “need” for nationalism is supposed to result in
nationalism. As Brendan O’Leary (1998, 52) puts it,
“One obvious way to reconstruct Gellner’s argument”
to avoid the charge of teleological functionalism is to
provide a filter explanation of the following form:

Modernising elites believe that nationalism is essential for
modernisation, precisely because it breaks down barriers
to modernising success. Nation-building nationalists recog-
nise the beneficial consequences of nationalism, and this
fact helps explains [sic] its political diffusion. (emphasis
added)

But the hermeneutical predicament outlined above
suggests that O’Leary takes too much for granted when
he speaks of “recognition.”42 First, as O’Leary himself
would acknowledge, even if the fruits of industrial so-
ciety were most efficiently won, all other things equal,
via cultural homogeneity, usually all other things are
not equal: There are serious social, economic, political,
and other costs in trying to impose cultural homogene-
ity upon individuals who resist. (Witness the disasters
of forced assimilation policies vis-à-vis Aboriginal pop-
ulations in settler countries such as Australia, Canada,
and theUnited States).43 Second, and most importantly,
once we go beyond Gellner’s reification and acknowl-
edge, as O’Leary and others have urged, the political

41 The lack of attention to this hermeneutical circularity is the deci-
sive shortcoming in Connor’s (1994, 4–27) attempt to cite the twen-
tieth century’s historical record as evidence that there is an inverse
relationship between multinationalism and democracy. For a philo-
sophical critique of positivist method, see Fay 1975. The philosopher
is perhaps much too generous when he concludes that “only the most
unreflective social scientist would fail to realise that the very basis of
the positivist account of the social sciences has been severely shaken”
(Fay 1975, 68).
42 Hall’s (1998, 9) particularly nuanced formulation of the implica-
tion of O’Leary’s argument is instructive: “The seeming necessity of
the equation between social homogeneity and the modern world . . . is
an ideology, and an ideology which may not be completely true: for
all that modern social organisation may be easier given social similar-
ity, policies to engineer social homogenisation forcibly may . . .have
grave disadvantages.”
43 The point is not, of course, that Gellner’s social theory norma-
tively commits him to nationalist assimilationist policies. The point
is, rather, that his economic determinism predicates a key thesis of
his social theory (that homogeneity is in fact the most efficient means
for realizing industrial goods) on a problematic, if not false, premise.
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nature of nationalism’s genesis and/or diffusion,44 we
are naturally led to ask to what extent even the “benefi-
cial consequences” of a homogeneous national culture
are an antecedently given objective economic fact of
the matter and to what extent they are a matter of
sociopolitical contingency. O’Leary is too committed a
nationalist to take this further step, but this is an empiri-
cal question: To what extent is believing cultural homo-
geneity to be essential to modernizing success simply a
recognition of an antecedently given socioeconomic or
systemic fact, and to what extent is this socioeconomic
“fact” a product of widespread sociopolitical actions
based on belief in this putative fact?45

We can get a better sense of this problem through
some historical sensitivity. The thesis that industrial
or liberal democratic society requires cultural homo-
geneity has an even more extreme ancestor: the thesis
that integration, indeed social order and peace, in any
society requires religious homogeneity. In the twenty-
first century the thesis seems rather absurd; but in the
seventeenth century, it was the heartfelt belief of many
an Englishman. The Arminian Bishops of the Church of
England believed that uniformity in form and ceremo-
nial was required; the Puritans in Parliament went fur-
ther, arguing that society required uniformity of belief
(Tanner 1971, 81). The various religious disputes and
attempts at enforcing uniformity played a significant
role in bringing about the Civil War, and if there were
social scientists in seventeenth-century Britain, they
may very well have concluded that social order does
indeed (objectively) require religious homogeneity. In
fact, one of the precursors to modern social science
did conclude something to this effect. Despite the fact
that Hobbes (1996, 479–80) implicitly embraced reli-
gious toleration in his endorsement of Independency,
he also believed that ultimately any secure society re-
quires a public consensus on the meanings of all words,
and most pressingly, of moral and religious language.
In other words, social order required that everyone in
the realm publicly defer to the religious theology deter-
mined by the sovereign. But with hindsight, we might
conclude that far from religious homogeneity being an
objective requirement for social order, it is the belief in
that thesis and the concomitant attempts at enforcing
homogeneity that pose the threat to social order. We
can discern Hobbes’s (1996, 471) own tacit recognition
of this in his attempts to endorse toleration and free-
dom of conscience as a means to calm the religious
zealotry that sought to impose a homogeneity of belief
merely a few degrees thicker than that deemed neces-
sary by nationalists such as Schnapper. The point was

44 See, e.g., Mouzelis’ (1998, 158) point that “it was geopolitical com-
petition between European states that . . .finally destroyed political,
economic and cultural localism” (rather than simply economic fac-
tors). Compare Breuilly 1994, Brubaker 1996, and Hobsbawm 1992.
45 Charles Taylor (1997, 34) suggests that “the reason bilingual so-
lutions are hard isn’t because they’re so complicated and expensive
but because they’re resisted (for example, under the bad faith pretext
that they’re complicated and expensive) on fundamentally nationalist
grounds. That is, nationalism is still figuring in [Gellner’s] account as
an explanans, not as a successfully accounted for explanandum.” See
Dobbin 1994 for a critique of accounts that take for granted the
objective status of putative instrumental–rational economic laws.

explicitly recognized by Locke in his Letter Concerning
Toleration.46

So perhaps the empirical trouble faced by culturally
heterogeneous liberal democratic societies is explained
not by heterogeneity per se, but by the fact that there are
too many nationalists running around crying out, “Ob-
jective imperative!” At most, Gellner’s theory shows
that it is an objective imperative that there will always
be such folks in industrial societies, but not that the
rest of us should believe them. If there is a Euclidean
cogency to Gellner’s theory, it is that it predicts the very
fact of its own existence.

CONCLUSION

I have argued that, even if we grant (Thesis 0) that
social integration requires nonstrategic action and
(Thesis 1) that the requisite nonstrategic action nec-
essarily depends upon a shared affective identity, it
does not follow (Theses 3a and 3b) that the nonstrate-
gic action indispensable to social integration requires a
shared national public culture. Four of the most com-
mon arguments for the cultural nationalist conclusions
fail. People can affectively identify with each other de-
spite not sharing particular norms or beliefs; the trust
indispensable to social integration is not dependent
upon shared national culture; national–cultural diver-
sity may raise the costs of, but does not rule out, achiev-
ing higher degrees of communicative transparency; and
the higher economic costs of national–cultural diver-
sity, even if not fully balanced by diversity’s economic
benefits, do not render homogeneity an “objective im-
perative” for industrial liberal democracies.

Moreover, there is also reason to be skeptical of
Thesis 1, which construes a shared affective identity in
terms of a common sentiment/belief that “we” belong
together. We might, for instance, follow Andrew Mason
and distinguish between two kinds of shared identity.
The first depends upon “a sense of belonging together,”
where people “believe that there is some special rea-
son why they should associate together, such as that
which might be provided by the belief that they have
a common history or distinctive culture.” The second
involves “a sense of belonging to a polity,” which ob-
tains if and only if a person “identifies with most of
[the polity’s] major institutions and some of its central
practices, and feels at home in them.” Mason (2000,
127–29; see chap. 5 as a whole) then goes on to argue
that “the citizens of a state might in principle have a
sense of belonging to their polity without thinking that
there is any real sense in which they belong together”
and that a shared identity based on a sense of belong-
ing to the same polity may be sufficient to buttress
liberal democratic practices. So Thesis 1’s construal of

46 See Locke (1983, 52), where he argues that instead of religious
diversity being a threat to the social order, social order is threatened
by religious persecution that is motivated by the fear that religious
diversity is a threat to social order. The persecution itself is the threat
to social order, and makes its premise (that religious homogeneity
is required for social order) true, since the persecution causes indi-
viduals to mobilize against the state on the basis of their religious
differences.
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a shared affective identity in terms of “a sense of be-
longing together” may be unduly restrictive. Even if
social integration requires a shared affective identity,
that identity might center upon a shared set of political
institutions—and citizens may affectively identify with
their polity (and, by extension, its citizens) for different
reasons.47

These are only suggestions; it is not my intention here
to provide a full-blown theory of liberal democracy.
Rather, my purpose in demonstrating the inadequacy
of the cultural nationalist answer to the twin problems
of motivation and integration has been to open up the
possibility and demonstrate the need for a normative
theory of liberal democracy in multinational and post-
national contexts. My argument suggests, for instance,
that Europe’s democratic deficit is not the inevitable
concomitant of national heterogeneity: Euro-skeptics
are mistaken to think that cultural nationalism pro-
vides their skepticism with liberal democratic creden-
tials. The argument here also suggests that integration
in liberal democracies is not contingent upon cultural
nationalist assimilation policies. To the contrary, faced
with cultural heterogeneity, state-sponsored national-
ist projects of cultural assimilation, speciously justified
by reference to some supposed need for homogeneity,
have increasingly proven to be not just ineffective, but
positively counterproductive to the goal of integration.
Thus, ironically, the hard-nosed French republican ver-
sion of cultural nationalism, which tirelessly presents it-
self as the solution to France’s continuing anxieties over
its failure to integrate fully its citizens of North African
origin, is perhaps the primary ideological obstacle.48
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